MAE 4291
Instructions for Enrollment

To satisfy the requirement for the Senior Design Elective:

The Senior Design elective may be fulfilled by taking a designated 4-credit design course, e.g., MAE 4021, 4131, 4141, 4231, 4281, 4641, 4701, or 4861. Students enrolling in these courses should discuss requirements for their Design Report with their design instructor. A project approval form is not required for enrollment in these 4-credit courses.

The senior design elective may also be satisfied by enrolling in MAE 4291, typically for 3 credits, and participating in individual research with a faculty member or by joining a project team. A design report, submitted to the project advisor, is required.

**Project Approval Form – Required for enrollment in MAE 4291**

This form is an agreement between you and your MAE 4291 research project advisor concerning your role in the project and the number of credits for which you will be eligible. Typically, projects are taken for 3 credits each semester, including independent and team design projects.

Submit a completed Project Approval Form (with project advisor’s signature) to 108 Upson. Upon submission of the signed form, you will receive a permission code to add the course on student center.

A completed Project Approval Form is required for each semester.